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Abstract
We consider a p-wave superconductor wire coupled to two metallic rings. confined to a one-
dimensional wire. At the two interface between the the wire and the metallic rings the pairing
order parameter vanishes, as result two zero modes Majorana fermion appear. The two metallic
rings are pierced by external magnetic fluxes. The special features of the Majorana Fermions can
be deduced from the correlation between the currents in the two rings.
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I Introduction
Topological Superconductors are characterized by the invariance under charge conjuga-
tion symmetry. As a result of this invariance zero modes Majorana fermion appear at the
interfaces between the superconductor a metal. Sr2Ru is the material where Majorana
fermion might be observed since the pairing order parameter is characterized by px + ipy
symmetry. The electronic excitations for the ground state pairing px + ipy are given by half
vortices which are zero mode Majorana fermions [1, 5–7].
The realization of the p-wave superconductors physics and the formation of the zero mode
Majorana Fermions at the edges of the wire can be achieved using a p-wave wire of length
L coupled to two metallic rings which are pierced by external magnetic fields.The current
in the rings is coupled to the p-wave wire trough the Majorana modes which are bound
at the interface. For different fluxes in the rings we find that the excitations in the wires
become imaginary resulting in an unstable vanishing current. The only stable current are
obtained for the case that the imaginary part vanishes. The stable current are obtained for
special relations between the magnetic fluxes and the wire excitations energy. This feature is
attributed to the existence of the Majorana fermions. We find that the correlation between
the currents in the two rings is affected by the presence of the Majorana Fermions. Therefore
the model introduced here can be used for the identification of the Majorana fermions.
The content of this paper is as follows: In chapter II we present the model of the the
p − wave wire coupled to two metallic rings. Using the left and right mover we obtain
the continuum representation of the superconductor wire. At the two edges of the wire we
obtain the two zero modes of the wire. The effect of the coupling between the wire and the
metallic rings is dominated by the zero modes of the wire. As a result we derive the effective
Hamiltonian between the zero modes and the metallic rings. This effective Hamiltonian is
controlled by the low energy excitation in the wire (the coupling energy between the two
edges) ǫ ≈ |∆0|e−L|∆0| ,L|∆0| >> 1 where ∆0 is the pairing field and L is the length of the
wire. In section III we consider the case that the wire energy ǫ → 0. In section IV we
consider the case where the wire energy is finite. Section V is devoted to conclusions.
II- The model for the p-wave wire weakly coupled to two rings pierced by
external fluxes
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The p-wave wire of length L is given by the Hamiltonian HP−W :
HP−W = −t
∑
x,x′
(C+(x)C(x′)+h.c.)−µF
∑
x
C+(x)C(x)−∆ˆ
∑
x,x′
[γx,x′C
+(x)C+(x′)+γx,x′C(x′)C(x)]
(1)
The pairing gap is given by ∆ˆ and the polarized fermion operator is given by C(x) ≡ Cσ=↑(x).
The matrix elements γx,x′ obey obey the p-wave symmetry: γx,x′=x−a = −γx,x′=x+a, |γx,x′| =
1, therefore the time reversal and parity symmetry are both broken and obeys the pairing
boundary conditions ∆ˆ(x = 0) = ∆ˆ(x = L) = 0 and ∆ˆ(x) = ∆ˆ0 for 0 < x < L.
We introduce the right and left fermions in the continuum representation for the fermions
in the wire : C(x = na)
√
a→ C(x) = eikFxCˆR(x) + e−ikFxCˆL(x) and find that equation 1 is
replaced by the Hamiltonian :
HP−W =
∫
dx[vFΨ
†(x)σz(−i∂x)Ψ(x) + ∆(x)Ψ†(x)σxΨ(x)] (2)
This Hamiltonian is invariant under the charge conjugation symmetry. The spinor Ψ†(x) =
[C†R(x), CL(x)] ≡ [e
iπ
4 Cˆ
†
R(x), e
−iπ
4 CˆL(x)] satisfies the reality constraint condition KΨ
†(x) =
Ψ(x), where K is the charge conjugation operator.
The pairing field ∆(x) ≡ 4∆ˆ(x) sin(kFa) can be written as ∆(x) = ML(x) +MR(x − L)
whereML(x) =
∆(0)
2
sgn(x) andMR(x−L) = ∆(0)2 sgn(x−L) obeys the domain wall property:
ML(−x) = −ML(x) (at x=0) , MR(−(x − L)) = −MR(x − L) (at x=L) . The zero modes
eigenfunctions are given by ηλ(x) = [η1(x), η2(x)]
T and eigenstates of the operator σyηλ(x) =
ληλ(x) with λ = ±1. The zero mode spinor which is localized around x = 0 is identified
with λ = −1 and the second one which localized around x = L is identified with λ = 1
ηLeft(x) ≡ ηλ=−1(x) = e
−1
vF
∫ x
0
∆(x′) dx′ e
iπ
4√
2
[1,−i]T
ηRight(x) ≡ ηλ=1(x) = e
1
vF
∫ x
L
∆(x′) dx′ e
−iπ
4√
2
[1, i]T
(3)
The spinor operator Ψ(x) with the two zero mode Majorana operators αl (at the left edge)
and αr (at the right edge), (αr)
2 = (αl)
2 = 1
2
takes the form :
Ψ(x)→ Ψ(x) + αrηλ=1(x) + αlηλ=−1(x) (4)
As a result the low energy of the p-wave wire is given by:
HP−W =
∫
dx[vFΨ
†(x)σz(−i∂x)Ψ(x) + ∆(x)Ψ†(x)σxΨ(x)] ≈ i
2
ǫαlαr (5)
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where ǫ ≈ |∆0|e−L|∆0| ,L|∆0| >> 1.
At this stage we include the two rings Hamiltonian pierced by the fluxes ϕˆi , i = 1, 2 and
length lring << L. The left ring is restricted to the region −lring ≤ x ≤ 0 and the right
ring is restricted to L ≤ x ≤ L + lring. Since only the wire fields at x = 0 and x = L are
involved we fold the space of the right ring i = 2 such that both rings are restricted to the
region −lring ≤ x ≤ 0. As a result the external fluxes obey: ϕˆ1 → ϕˆ1 and ϕˆ2 → −ϕˆ2. In
addition we replace for each ring the fermion operator ψi(x),i=1,2 by the right Ri(x) and
left fermions Li(x):
ψi(x) = Ri(x)e
ikF x + Li(x)e
−ikF x (6)
We replace for each ring the right and left movers by four Mayorana operators:
ri ≡ (Ri(0)−R†i (0))(−i)
li ≡ Li(0) + L†i (0)
(7)
The the matrix element between the wire and rings is given by −g. As a result the low
energy hopping Hamiltonian is given by:
HT =
−ig√
2
[αl(r1 + l1) + αr(r2 − l2)] (8)
We replace the Majorana zero modes αl and αr by the fermion pair, q = αl+iαr, q
† = αl−iαr
which obey: [q, q†]+ = 1, q†|0 >= |1 > and q|1 >= |0 > where |0 > is ground state of wire
and rings: Ri,p(x)|0 >= Li,p(x)|0 >= R†i,h(x)|0 >= L†i,h(x)|0 >= q|0 >= 0. Where Ri,p(x),
Li,p(x) are the particle operators and R
†
i,h(x), L
†
i,h(x) are the holes operators R
†
i,h(x), L
†
i,h(x).
The right and left mover are given as a linear combination of particles and holes operators.
Ri,p(x) Li,p(x) represent the annihilation of particles and R
†
i,h(x), L
†
i,h(x) are the creation
operators for holes.
Ri(x) = Ri,p(x) +R
†
i,h(x); Li(x) = Li,p(x) + L
†
i,h(x) (9)
Using the Fermionic representation we replace HP−W given in equation 5 and HT given in
equation (8) by :
HP−W +HT ≡ ǫq†q − ig
2
√
2
[(q + q†)(r1 + l1)− i(q − q†)(r2 − l2)] (10)
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The value of the wire energy ǫ in equations 5, 10 is based on the projection of the spinor (in
equation 4) on the zero modes ηλ=1(x) and ηλ=−1(x). Since the leads couple to the modes
in the wire, we expect that the non-zero modes will give rise to a finite width of the energy
ǫ. Therefore for finite energies we will replace ǫ by ǫˆ ≡ ǫ− iΓ, where the width Γ ∝ g4.
We perform an exact integration over the fermion operators q,q† and find the time de-
pendent effective interaction Heff(t):
Heff(t) =
−ig2
2
∫
dt′µ[t, t′]e−i
ǫˆ
~
(t−t′)[r2(t)− l2(t) + i(r1(t) + l1(t))][r2(t′)− l2(t′)− i(r1(t′) + l1(t′))]
(11)
where µ[t, t′] is the step function which is one for t > t′.
III-The effective interaction Heff(t) in the limit ǫ→ 0
When ǫ→ 0 equation 11 is replaced by :
Heff(t) =
−ig2
2
∫
dt′µ[t, t′][r2(t)− l2(t) + i(r1(t)) + l1(t)][r2(t′)− l2(t′)− i(r1(t′) + l1(t′)]
(12)
Using the scaling analysis given in [12] we observe that the effective interaction flows to
the strong coupling limit and find g2(b) = g2b2−α, α ≈ 1 where b > 1. Since the coupling
constant g(b) flows to infinity, the only way a solution will exists if the effective interaction
annihilates the ground state: Heff(t)|0 >= 0. Therefore the physical solution is given by
the constraint [4] equation:
[r2(t)− l2(t)− i(r1(t) + l1(t)]|0 >= 0 (13)
Since Ri,p(x)|0 >= Li,p(x)|0 >= R†i,h(x)|0 >= L†i,h(x)|0 >= 0 the constraint condition
implies for particles (p stands for particles) the equation : [i(R†2,p−L†1,p)−(L†2,p−R†1,p)]|0 >=
0; and for holes (h stands for holes) [i(R2,h − L1,h) − (L2,h − R1,h)]|0 >= 0. We find the
constraint equation:
ψ1(x = 0) ≡ R1(x = 0)+L1(x = 0) = e−iπ2 [R2(x = 0)+L2(x = 0)] ≡ e−iπ2ψ2(x = 0) = ψ˜2(x = 0)
(14)
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The explicit identity contains the phase factor e−i
π
2 which is obtained from Bosonization
(see below). Following equation 14 we find the constraint condition for the ground state
|0 >:
κ ≡ [ψ1(x)− ψ2(x)]|x=0, κ|0 >= 0 (15)
Following [4] we find two additional constraints equation :
E ≡ [(−i∂x − 2π
lring
ϕˆ1)
2ψ1(x)− (−i∂x + 2π
lring
ϕˆ2)
2ψ2(x)]|x=0, E|0 >= 0 (16)
J ≡ [(−i∂x − 2π
lring
ϕˆ1)ψ1(x) + (−i∂x + 2π
lring
ϕˆ2)ψ2(x)]|x=0, J |0 >= 0 (17)
Any eigenstate of N particles must satisfy the set of equations 15 − 17 with the periodic
boundary condition ψi(x) = ψi(x+ lring). For the case N = 1 (one particle) we have :
|N = 1 >=
∫ 0
−lring
dx[f1(x)ψ
†
i (x) + f2(x)ψ
†
2(x)] (18)
where fi(x) are the amplitudes . Using equations 15 − 17 we find finite solutions for the
amplitudes fi(x) only when the fluxes are equal.
IV-The finite limit ǫ 6= 0
In order to study the finite limit ǫ 6= 0 we will use the zero mode Bosonization method
[8, 12]. The right Ri(x) and left Li(x) fermions for each ring i = 1, 2 is given by:
Ri(x) =
√
Λ
2π
Zie
iαR,ie
2π
lring
(NR,i− 12 )xei
√
4πϑR,i(x)
Li(x) =
√
Λ
2π
Zie
iαL,ie
2π
lring
(NL,i− 12 )xei
√
4πϑL,i(x)
(19)
Where Z1Z2 = −Z2Z1 are Majorana variable which ensure the anti-commutation between
the two rings in the bosonic representation. In the bosonic representation we have the
zero modes αR,i αL,i bosons and their conjugates ,NR,j ,NL,j. The zero modes obey the
commutation rules :[−αL,i, NL,j] = iδi,j and [αR,i, NR,j ] = iδi,j .
As a result we obtain the zero mode representation in terms of the fermion numbers
NL,i,NR,i and fluxes ϕˆi in each ring:
H0 =
πvF~
2lring
[(NL,1 −NR,1 + 2ϕˆ1)2 + (NL,1 +NR,1)2] + πvF~
2lring
[(NL,2 −NR,2 + 2ϕˆ2)2 + (NL,1 +NR,1)2]
(20)
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Using the equations of motion i~
dαR,i
dt
= [αR,i, H0] and i~
dαL,i
dt
= [αL,i, H0] ,i = 1, 2 we obtain
the zero mode representation in the interaction picture. We will use the zero mode
representation αIR,i(t), α
I
L,i(t) in the interaction picture in order to evaluate equation 15.
We find that Heff (t) is given in terms of the zero mode functions F (t+
τ
2
) and G(t− τ
2
) :
Heff(t) = −2igˆ2
∫ ∞
0
dτF (t+
τ
2
)e−i
ǫˆ
~
τG(t− τ
2
) (21)
where gˆ2 = g2 Λ
2π
is the coupling constant and ν0 ≡ ǫ~ , νi ≡ 2πvFlring ϕˆi are the equivalent wire
and rings frequencies and Γˆ = Γ
~
is the width. The functions F (t+ τ
2
) and G(t− τ
2
) are given
by:
F (t+
τ
2
) = Z2((sinα
I
R,2(t +
τ
2
)− cosαIL,2(t+
τ
2
)) + iZ1((sinα
I
R,1(t+
τ
2
)− cosαIL,1(t+
τ
2
)) =
Z2[sinα
I
R,2(t) cos(ν2τ) + cosα
I
R,2(t) sin(ν2τ)− cosαIL,2(t) cos(ν2τ) + sinαIL,2(t) sin(ν2τ)]
+iZ1[sinα
I
R,1(t) cos(ν1τ)− cosαIR,1(t) sin(ν1τ) + cosαIL,1(t) cos(ν1τ)− sinαIL,1(t) sin(ν1τ)]
(22)
G(t− τ
2
) = Z2((sinα
I
R,2(t−
τ
2
)− cosαIL,2(t−
τ
2
))− iZ1((sinαIR,1(t−
τ
2
) + cosαIL,1(t−
τ
2
)) =
Z2[sinα
I
R,2(t) cos(ν2τ)− cosαIR,2(t) sin(ν2τ)− cosαIL,2(t) cos(ν2τ)− sinαIL,2(t) sin(ν2τ)]
−iZ1[sinαIR,1(t) cos(ν1τ) + cosαIR,1(t) sin(ν1τ) + cosαIL,1(t) cos(ν1τ)− sinαIL,1(t) sin(ν1τ)]
(23)
We perform the integration with respect τ and find:
Heff ≈ Hrealeff + iHIm.eff (24)
where Hrealeff is the real part of the effective action:
Hrealeff =
~gˆ2ν0
ν20 + Γˆ
2
[cos(2αR,2)− cos(2αL,2)− cos(2αL,1) + cos(2αR,1) + 2(sin(αR,2 + αL,2)− sin(αR,1 + αL,1))]
−2~gˆ2( ν0 − ν1
(ν0 − ν1)2 + Γˆ2
+
ν0 + ν1
(ν0 + ν1)2 + Γˆ2
)[1 + sin(αR,1 − αL,1)]
−2~gˆ2( ν0 − ν2
(ν0 − ν2)2 + Γˆ2
+
ν0 + ν2
(ν0 + ν2)2 + Γˆ2
)[1 + sin(αR,2 − αL,2)]
(25)
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The imaginary part HIm.eff of the action causes the current to vanish. Finite solutions will be
obtained for the ground states |0 > which obey HIm.eff |0 >= 0. Therefore the solutions for
finite currents are equivalent to a constraint condition for the ground state |0 >.
HIm.eff = Z2Z1gˆ
2[
Γˆ
(ν0 − ν2−ν12 )2 + Γˆ2
+
Γˆ
(ν0 +
ν2−ν1
2
)2 + Γˆ2
]
[(sin(αR,2)− cos(αL,2))(cos(αL,1) + sin(αR,1)) + (sin(αR,2) + sin(αL,2))
(cos(αR,1) + sin(αL,1))]
+Z2Z1gˆ
2[
Γˆ
(ν0 − ν2+ν12 )2 + Γˆ2
+
Γˆ
(ν0 +
ν2+ν1
2
)2 + Γˆ2
]
[(sin(αR,2)− cos(αL,2))(cos(αL,1) + sin(αR,1))− (cos(αR,2) + sin(αL,2))
(cos(αR,1)− sin(αL,1))]
(26)
We find two cases for which a finite solution exist.
The first case corresponds to ν0 ≈ (| ν2−ν12 |) with the solution:
HIm.eff |0 >= 0
αR,2 = αR,1 + u
αL,2 = αL,1 − u
(27)
The second case corresponds to ν0 ≈ (ν2+ν12 ) with the solution:
HIm.eff |0 >= 0
αR,2 = −αR,1 + u
αL,2 = −αL,1 − u
(28)
We introduce the definitions for the zero mode fields :
α1 = α2 ≡ α; β2 = β1 − 2u, β1 ≡ β (29)
The solutions are independent on the arbitrary field u which plays the role of a gauge
condition and has to be integrated out. We integrated over the field u we find the effective
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Hamiltonian for the conditions ν0 ≈ (ν2−ν12 ) and ν0 ≈ (ν2+ν12 ). We introduce the
magnetic flux the variables ϕ¯ and ∆:
ϕ¯ =
ϕˆ1 + ϕˆ2
2
;∆ =
ϕˆ1 − ϕˆ2
2
(30)
We can write both cases in a closed form:
H
~
≈ πvF
2lring
[(−i d
dα
+ 2ϕˆ1)
2 + (−i d
dβ
)2] +
πvF
2lring
[(−i d
dα
+ 2ϕˆ2)
2 + (−i d
dβ
)2] +
[
2gˆ2ν0
ν20 + Γˆ
2
sin(α) sin(β)− 2gˆ2[ ν0 − (ϕ¯+∆)
(ν0 − (ϕ¯+∆)2 + Γˆ2
+
ν0 + (ϕ¯+∆)
(ν0 + (ϕ¯+∆)2 + Γˆ2
] sin(β)
−2gˆ2[ ν0 − (ϕ¯+∆)
(ν0 − (ϕ¯+∆)2 + Γˆ2
+
ν0 + (ϕ¯+∆)
(ν0 + (ϕ¯+∆)2 + Γˆ2
+
ν0 − (ϕ¯−∆)
(ν0 − (ϕ¯−∆)2 + Γˆ2
+
ν0 + (ϕ¯−∆)
(ν0 + (ϕ¯−∆)2 + Γˆ2
]]
(δ ϕˆ1−ϕˆ2
2
,ν0
+ δ ϕˆ1+ϕˆ2
2
,ν0
)
(31)
The first line of equation 31 represents the the Hamiltonian for the two metallic rings pierced
by the external fluxes expressed in therms of the zero mode of the metallic rings. The second
part of equation 31 represents the coupling between the wire and the two rings. We observe
that this part is restricted by the constraint condition ϕˆ1−ϕˆ2
2
= ν0 or
ϕˆ1+ϕˆ2
2
= ν0. This
constraints represents the effect of the Majorana fermions on the p-wave wire.
In order two investigate the Hamiltonian in equation 31 we will use the algebra of the
zero modes [8, 13, 14]:
Jˆ = NR −NL ≡ −2i d
dα
; Qˆ = NR +NL ≡ −2i d
dβ
(32)
with the eigenvalues and commutation rules:
Jˆ |J,Q >= J |J,Q >; J = 0,±1,±2, ..
Qˆ|J,Q >= Q|J,Q >;Q = 0,±1,±2, ..
(33)
From the commutation relations [α, Jˆ ] = 2i, [β, Qˆ] = 2i we establish the relations :
eiα|J,Q >= |J + 1, Q >; e−iα|J,Q >= |J − 1, Q >
eiβ|J,Q >= |J,Q+ 1 >; e−iβ|J,Q >= |J,Q− 1 >
(34)
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The eigenfunctions are given by:
< α|J,Q = 0 >= 1√
4π
eiαJ ;< β|J = 0, Q >= 1√
4π
eiαJ
(35)
Using the algebra of the zero modes we compute to lowest order (in perturbation theory)
the energy for the ground state of the two rings coupled to the wire. As a function of
the coupling constant λ ≡ 2gˆ2
νmax
< 1 and maximum frequency νmax which is given by the
electronic bandwidth frequency. We find for the ground state energy E(ϕˆ1, ϕˆ2):
E(ϕˆ1, ϕˆ2) = [
2~πvF
lring
((ϕ¯+∆)2 + (ϕ¯−∆)2)
−λ(νmax
ν0
)(
ν0 − (ϕ¯+∆)
(ν0 − (ϕ¯+∆)2 + Γˆ2
+
ν0 + (ϕ¯+∆)
(ν0 + (ϕ¯+∆)2 + Γˆ2
+
ν0 − (ϕ¯−∆)
(ν0 − (ϕ¯−∆)2 + Γˆ2
+
ν0 + (ϕ¯−∆)
(ν0 + (ϕ¯−∆)2 + Γˆ2
)](δν0,ϕ¯ + δν0,∆)
(36)
Using eq.36 we compute the currents Ii =
∂E(ϕˆ1,ϕˆ2)
∂ϕˆi
for the two rings i = 1, 2 using the
conditions: ν0 ≈ ϕˆ1−ϕˆ22 ≡ ∆.
The current in ring one I1 and ring two I2 are represented in terms of ϕ¯ =
ϕˆ1+ϕˆ2
2
, ν0 = ∆
and the current amplitude I0 =
2πvF
lring
I1
I0
= ϕ¯+ ν0 − λ[ ϕ¯
2 − Γˆ2
(ϕ¯2 + Γˆ2)2
+
−(2ν0 + ϕ¯)2 + Γˆ2
(2ν0 + ϕ¯)2 + Γˆ2)2
]
I2
I0
= ϕ¯− ν0 − λ[ ϕ¯
2 − Γˆ2
(ϕ¯2 + Γˆ2)2
+
−(2ν0 + ϕ¯)2 + Γˆ2
(2ν0 + ϕ¯)2 + Γˆ2)2
]
I1 + I2
2I0
= [ϕ¯− λ( ϕ¯
2 − Γˆ2
(ϕ¯2 + Γˆ2)2
+
−(2ν0 + ϕ¯)2 + Γˆ2
(2ν0 + ϕ¯)2 + Γˆ2)2
)]
(37)
In figure 1 we have plotted the current I1+I2
2I0
as a function of the flux ϕ¯ for the case ν0 ≈
ϕˆ1−ϕˆ2
2
≡ ∆ = 0.01. We observe that for ϕ¯ > 0.1 the current is proportional to ϕ¯. From
other-hand when the ϕ¯ < 0.1 the current in each ring is affected by the flux in the other ring.
This is seen from the negative contribution of the current shown in figure 1.The negative
current contribution might be related to the Andreev reflection which occurs at the interfaces
between the superconductor and the metal.
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In figure 2 we have plotted the current I1+I2
2I0
as a function of the flux ϕ¯ for the case ǫ = 0
considered in chapter III. Due to the constraint condition ν0 =
ϕˆ1−ϕˆ2
2
we have the relation
ν0 =
ϕˆ1−ϕˆ2
2
= ∆ = 0.. We find a stable current in agreement with chapter III where the
current scales linearly with the flux ϕˆ1 = ϕˆ2 = ϕ¯.
V-Conclusion
We have investigate the dependence of the current on the fluxes for the entire regime of
parameters [12, 15] In the limit of large L , ǫ → 0 the current vanishes in both rings when
the two fluxes are different. We observe that for a finite energy ǫ and different fluxes the
current dependence is more complex. When the two fluxes are almost equal the current is a
function of the averaged flux. For the case that the flux difference is comparable to the flux
average, the current changes sign. We can interpret this effect as an Andreev reflection and
represents a finger print of the Majorana fermions.
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FIG. 1: The average current as a function of ϕ¯ for the condition ν0 ≈ ϕˆ1−ϕˆ22 ≡ ∆ = 0.01
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FIG. 2: The average current as a function of ϕ¯ for the case ǫ = 0, ν0 =
ϕˆ1−ϕˆ2
2 ≡ ∆ = 0.
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